The subthreshold slope 'S' has been modelled based on the fundamental equations governing the behaviour of a MOSFET. By taking both, the diffusion as well as the drift component, into account, a physical complete description of the Short Channel effect on S has been accomplished. We calculate the potential from the Poisson, the minority carrier density from the continuity and the weak inversion current density from the drift-diffusion equation. This closed form expression for S accurately describes the gate length dependence.
Introduction
Attempts to model the subthreshold slope increase due to the Short Channel Effect (SCE) have scarcely been made tll. All of them base their calculation of the subthreshold slope S on one hand on a non-constant surface potential in the lateral direction, typical for short channel FET's, but on the other hand use the expression for the subthreshold diffusion current. The contradiction in this scheme is that the diffusion current assumes a constant surface potential. We, on the contrary, calculate S based on a new short channel expression for the current, taking the drift (coming 
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